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[Secretary Kissinger told stories about Adenauer.]

Schmidt: Confidence and discretion are rare qualities.

These are special paintings. This one is by Nolde. He is not known in
your country. This other one has no artistic value, but is by the founder
of the German Social Democratic party over 100 years ago. It did not
stem from Marxism. He in fact criticized it.

[There was a discussion about the suffrage.]

Schmidt: We had Giscard here yesterday. This is a regular thing. Every
six months our Cabinets meet.

Kissinger: What language do you use?
Schmidt: Giscard and I always talk in English. He has a very elegant vocabulary. It is clear to me that in his attitudes toward the U.S. he is different from any French leader you have met.

The President: I feel we have a good relationship. Of course I didn't really know his predecessors.

Schmidt: He thinks highly of you and Secretary Kissinger.

[There was a discussion of Giscard and the next French elections, and Chirac.]

The President: We had a difficult situation in Congress on this Turkish aid matter. It's the most irresponsible matter in my 20-odd years in government. The Speaker worked hard with me, but we lost 216 to 206.

Schmidt: [To Genscher] Will you tell the President what Demirel said about Turkish aid?

Genscher: [Translation inaudible.]

Schmidt: May I add a bit about the situation in Turkey? Demirel has only a slim majority and elections are required within a year. Ecevit is considered to be associated with the Social Democratic parties in Europe. He is making a clear threat to overthrow Demirel if there are any concessions on Cyprus. We have tried to dissuade him from this, but without success. So if Demirel is to come forward with concessions, he must be able to have some success with regard to America.

Kissinger: That is exactly correct.

Schmidt: Giscard didn't understand this.

The President: We tried to explain this to over 300 people in the House, at three breakfasts at the White House. But the Greek-Americans have a very effective lobby in AHEPA. It was more effective in this case than the Israeli lobby. They were intelligent; well organized and emotional.

Kissinger: And there was nothing specific on which to negotiate.

Schmidt: The facts are the Turks are behaving badly, and then there is this dangerous Makarios. Karamanlis is afraid of Makarios.
The President: The Greek-American community kept saying Turkey had to make concessions prior to moving, but for the reasons you gave, it could not be done.

Schmidt: Demirel is a serious man and you should show him you understand his problems.

The President: Papandreou is a very bad influence. If the Greek situation ever went that way, it would be bad.

Kissinger: If we could get a negotiation going, we think it would move fast. The dispute over territory is now between 25% and 32%. The one big problem is that Makarios would have to leave. Ecevit though wants to use Cyprus to break up the Demirel coalition.

Schmidt: Ecevit will even threaten an anti-NATO direction. In Greece also there is a strong current against NATO.

Kissinger: My fear in Greece is the young army officers will be like in Portugal.

Schmidt: Papandreou is a very dangerous man, but very skillful.

Kissinger: He is viciously anti-American. He has an American wife.

The President: Any new developments in Portugal?

Kissinger: Our analysis is that Carvalho gained.

Schmidt: Among the three, Costa Gomes is the most moderate. Goncalves is an idiot. Don't write that down.

Kissinger: Antunes didn't go to the last Council meeting for fear of arrest.

Schmidt: Antunes made a bad tactical move at the last meeting by asking for the removal of Goncalves. But the Portugal situation is still not clear. A rightist reaction is not to be excluded after the economic unrest. Even the brave Socialist Gomes won't be able to govern. No one there understands how to govern, especially in the economy. Even the Communists don't understand the economy and would have to rely on the outside and I don't think the Soviet Union is eager for that.
Kissinger: I think if we make clear we would help the moderates but not the radicals, then we have a chance.

Schmidt: Giscard is of your thinking on Portugal -- more pessimistic than the rest of us.

More serious is Italy. The Christian Democratic Party is worn out. There are only two people who have a chance -- Colombo, who is weak, and Carli, head of the Bank of Italy, who is on his way out. I think we should get the Socialists and Social Democrats to join the Christian Democrats or else the Communists will enter the government.

Kissinger: We are exploring getting Martini, the Socialist, to the U.S. It is a delicate move, though. The new head of the Christian Democrats is an ally of Moro but not strong.

Schmidt: The whole economic situation in Italy, despite the appearance over the last year, is deteriorating. Unemployment will rise, the differences between North and South will grow; the Communists have shown themselves excellent administrators and have detached themselves from Moscow to become more attractive.

If the economic situation of the world were going up, the economic situation in Italy would be drawn up with the rest. If that doesn't happen, the economic situation in Italy would deteriorate rapidly. But let's save the economic situation for the broader meeting.

Giscard says what I have been saying since a year ago May. I have kept quiet currently because I too am pessimistic. He says the greatest threat to the West is not the Communists or the Southern flank of NATO, but the economic ability of the West. If it were a political or military crisis, the leaders would get together and act. Since it is economic, we leave it to our Finance Ministers. If we leave it this way for five years, there will be a political disaster. He thinks the Western leaders have to get together to make a last attempt. He thinks it is a dramatic situation.

Wilson is more hesitant because he fears creating expectations.

The President: His situation is different.

Kissinger: He is already in the situation Giscard wants to prevent.
Schmidt: His inflation rate is twenty percent. The Saudis are losing their money at twelve percent because of inflation. How long will they continue that? The British are aware of it -- Callaghan is more afraid than Wilson.

The President: Wilson may be afraid of a meeting to expose what the situation is and raise expectations.

Schmidt: Wilson would come, but he is not enthusiastic. This is one topic for the Quadripartite lunch at Helsinki.

Let me speak a few frank words. The leadership here should be by the United States. Your strong leadership is needed, without appearing to do so.

The President: That is difficult. What would you recommend?

Schmidt: The British will have unemployment -- it will soon be six percent. In France, it is also too high. Ours is too high, slightly over one million, and by February it could go to 1.5. Don't take this down. We are an export economy. Our exports to the U.S. have fallen to less than 50 percent over the last year. Our industrial activity is down to 65 percent of capacity. It is the same with France.

The President: Ours is about 75 percent.

Schmidt: My obsession is with the fact that the economic leaders in the U.S. -- Simon, Greenspan, and regretably even Burns -- look too much to domestic problems and not to world effects. For example, New York City banks are 3 percent higher, so people sell German bonds back in order to get the higher New York rates. Also the dollar is rising so people seek profit by switching from marks and francs into dollars. So floating currencies -- of which I was a great advocate -- when the rate is so volatile, could destroy the Western economies.

The President: I read a piece by Laffer, who is opposed to the float. But the American consensus in the United States is to float.

Kissinger: But five years ago they were all for rigid rates. The Chancellor's point is that the uncertainties of fluctuating rates could undermine political stability.

Schmidt: In all of Europe, the boards of the big industrial companies are so skeptical they do not invest, so employment stays low. My program to
create domestic demand -- we lowered taxes, made money cheap, we gave investment credit, we held back wage requests by persuasion -- didn't work because foreign demand for goods dropped badly. Domestic demand reacted well, but about two-thirds of the total demand is foreign, so that is the critical aspect. Also, many of the consumers saved rather than investing. Savings are the highest since Kreisler.

The President: The same with us. Heavy investment goods aren't selling.

Housing.

Kissinger: What is your solution?

Schmidt: There is another negotiation coming. If OPEC announces a ten percent price hike -- the Shah wants 30 percent -- the increase will add to this pessimism. In order to get things under control, we first must show that we want no confrontation with OPEC but we will cooperate to work things out. Second, if we could tell the world we see the dangers eye to eye and will concert our actions to meet it -- even if we don't actually do it.

Kissinger: We will be under domestic pressure for a confrontation with OPEC. Would you explain this to the President and also the need to concert?

Schmidt: We would react negatively in Europe to a confrontation with OPEC. If oil prices go up, it eventually benefits the U.S. and the Soviet Union, who are rich in raw materials. But there is no chance for Europe, who could not stand a confrontation. They need stable prices and assured supply.

If there is any different outlook on oil in Europe, it is in Great Britain, which will soon have its own supply. The Europeans want to come to terms with the energy suppliers.

The President: Is there a negotiating area with respect to price and supply?

Schmidt: Yes, but we can't join a policy of confrontation. It would so raise unemployment as to be disastrous.

The President: My immediate reaction is favorable to a meeting. Simon is a hard liner. My tendency is to work closely -- on the economic side the perception of us working closely would help us with the producers and the Soviets.

Kissinger: But we should prepare carefully so there are results.
Schmidt: We have confidence in Shultz. Simon and Greenspan are domestically oriented.

Kissinger: But Shultz is difficult to use in a governmental body. Could we use a private group.

Schmidt: I agree that a meeting should be carefully prepared. Heads of government are not equipped to discuss such matters without preparation.

The President: I have full confidence in Shultz, but we couldn't, we use him officially. He has the confidence of the Congress also.

Schmidt: If an economic conference should take place this year, we shouldn't expect too many results. If we could create the impression we intend to work together and coordinate our policies, that will be enough. It should be done before the real winter comes.

The President: What do you think OPEC will do?

Schmidt: The Saudis will try to retard any such step until the end of the year. Not so with the Shah and Algeria. Of Perez I am not sure -- he is annoyed with the United States.

Kissinger: Mostly for domestic reasons.

Schmidt: We are having a study completed now. I think there are differences opening up among the OPEC countries.

Kissinger: If we stick together.

Schmidt: Yes.

Kissinger: We have looked at commodity agreements to see how we could split up the producers.

Schmidt: I think we could separate the poor, non-oil countries from OPEC.

Kissinger: And some non-oil commodity countries. Right now they are all tied up together.

Schmidt: What is the situation in Japan?
The President: We have a meeting with Miki the day we get back. I had a good trip there last fall. I think it was a good trip and it reassured them. Economically, I think they are better off than Europe. They have oil agreements with China. I think they are better off now than a year ago.

Kissinger: The collapse of Indochina has had a more profound effect in Japan than anywhere else.

Schmidt: In what direction?

Kissinger: In a more self-assertive way to separate from the U.S. For the first time they have asked to discuss defense matters at the Prime Minister level.

The President: Yes. With Tanaka, we didn't discuss defense.

[The party then joined the plenary meeting.]

Schmidt: Let me welcome you again in this broader session. We agreed to discuss economic and financial matters, reserving the others for tonight on the boat. Would you begin, Mr. President?

The President: Thank you very much. We are delighted to be here. Let me outline our domestic economic situation. Last fall at the economic summit conference in Washington there was a consensus that the real problem was 12-14 percent inflation. Not one economist recognized the coming precipitous rise in unemployment. People last winter stopped buying high-value investment items and began to save. The result is high unemployment and recession. We have had very high inventory liquidation -- almost at an alarming rate. The past two months, things have been encouraging. Inflation is down to about five-six percent. Unemployment is about nine percent, but there are encouraging developments. New unemployment is at 400,000 when three months ago it was 600,000. We estimate the unemployment rate by year end will be eight percent and by mid-1976 at 7.5-7 percent. GNP was bad the first quarter, somewhat better the second quarter, and four-five percent the third quarter and seven percent in the fourth quarter.

Some economists think it would go to nine percent. We have some fiscal problems. Our deficit is now about $60 billion. Congressional pressure may force it to around $70 billion. Next year's forecast depends partly
on whether there is a tax reduction. If there is, it would be $35-40 billion; with a continuation of the tax credit, it would add $15-20 billion. We are encouraged by the signs in home building. By year end, the rate could be one /one-half million, up from 700,000.

Automobiles have been bad. The savings rate is the highest it has been in years. The consumer confidence factor has improved recently. Of the tax rebate, only $2 of the $10 billion has yet been spent, so that is potential spending. Our balance of trade is encouraging, although that doesn’t help in the world economy.

Schmidt: That discourages us.

The President: Interest rates are declining. The supply of money is above the rates the Federal Reserve Bank has projected: 11-12 percent as compared to seven-eight percent. We think inflation will be around five-six percent and unemployment seven-eight percent. That is my general appraisal.

Schmidt: Thank you. I would like Friderichs to give us a brief review.

Minister Friderichs: Our real GNP for the first quarter is from 3.5 to 4 percent. The price increase was about 4-5 percent; however, it was above five percent seasonally adjusted. Capacity utilization was below 70 percent -- the worst in heavy industry. Domestic demand has been stabilized by domestic programs. The main difficult is in exporting. We export 23 percent of our GNP and exports are down in real terms by 16 percent. New demands are down 22 percent. This in net is our economic situation.

Exports to the U.S. are important to us. In energy policy we have exchanged views. For this winter, our consumption has declined and stocks are high. We must assume there will be oil price increases, probably from $1 to $1.50 a barrel. The key countries to watch are Algeria and Venezuela. We are worried about the winter of 1976-77 because if the economic situation in industrial countries improves, oil demand will rise. For other commodities, discussions have been held. We expect some raw material agreements. We are thinking for a new device using IMF gold to stabilize prices.

Schmidt: Pohl would sketch out our financial situation.
Pohl: We are facing our biggest budget deficit -- about 60 billion DM. This results from a tax cut and increased expenses. We have no trouble financing it because the private sector hesitates to invest and savings are up.

In the IMF negotiations, I think we are close to compromise. I think an agreement on increase in guarantees is possible by the end of August and also an agreement on gold transactions. On this we are closer to France and the European position is generally unified. On the use of IMF gold, we are closer to an agreement.

The exchange rate system issue is still open, with basic dispute between the U.S. and Europe. The differences are not bridgeable right now. We are pleased that the dollar rate has gone up. Your interest rates are higher than ours and that worries us.

Schmidt: Thank you. Let me add a few words from the European, not German, viewpoint. It is in the interest of Europe that you make the Federal Reserve Board realize their interest rate policy is not just a domestic concern. Your high rates bring up the price of the dollar which is good, but it disrupts our capital markets. I think France will not try to block the results of the IMF.

The future regime of world exchange rates, after the collapse of the Bretton Woods system, won't be solved at the IMF meeting, but I think it is not insoluble. Since the U.S. is the strongest country monetarily -- tradewise we are about even -- it must overcome its domestically oriented mind. We need a fixed but adjustable rate system. In the meantime we should bring about a common management of the float to avoid these devastating fluctuations. For smaller companies, it is difficult to deal in dollars when you don't know whether there will be a ten percent change within six months. In the Bretton Woods system, all currencies were pegged to dollars and all transfers were in gold. You stopped that in 1971, and we understand that. If you won't transfer gold you have to participate in managing the rates so they are predictable over the longer period. This inflation and oil and commodity prices are the real problems of the world economy.

The political effects of the recession -- really a depression -- threaten political stability in several countries -- Italy, where the Christian Democrats may accept the Communists in government. France also, where there is always a potential for domestic upheaval. The British problem
is not social unrest, but strikes and paralysis. Here also, the problem is not upheaval, but bad election results. I don't know about Japan.

The economic problems are a greater threat to the West than the Soviet Union, the Middle East, or Southern Mediterranean problems. Giscard and I both feel that the strongest country -- the U.S. -- must take the lead. It is a dramatic situation.

The President: I concur that we must integrate our economic thinking and actions, both because of the domestic political situation in Europe and also in the United States. We have gone through a traumatic economic situation over the past year. The American people have gone through it with patience and stability. Compared to the 1930's, it is quite surprising. We are anxious for economic and political reasons for economic improvement. We have an election next year and want to enhance the economic improvement in the months ahead. I think we can make progress in concerting our policies.

Schmidt: We can continue at lunch. We are relieved at your statement about cooperation. We are at your disposal any day or night. I look forward to the Quadrupartite meeting in Helsinki, where we can discuss how to bring about this cooperation. Our private entrepreneurs -- more in Europe than in the United States, because you were the first into a depression and now, properly, the first to come out -- need this sense of cooperation in order to give confidence.

[The meeting ended.]
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President: I welcome this discussion of the economic situation and in fact I would like to tell you in a little bit more detail where our economy stands. In September of last year, we had a series of economic summits. The consensus was that the real problem was the 10-12 percent inflation rate. But now looking back on it, I can say that there was insufficient recognition of the tremendous problem that recession and unemployment could cause for us in the coming years. During this time, we have seen savings rise, buying stop and the early inventory accumulation has in fact been drawn down. Therefore, production has been cut and there has been a significant rise in...
unemployment. Last September, it was at a rate of about 5 percent; it is now up to 9 percent which is the highest since our Great Depression. In the last six months there has been a significant drop in inventory; in fact this has been the highest drop in history. The decline in production levels has been alarming.

In the last two months, however, we have seen some encouraging signs. Our rate of inflation is now running at about 5-6 percent. Lately, the wholesale price index looks as though it is leveling off.

While unemployment is at 9 percent, the latest figures show that there is an increase in the overall number of jobs and that, therefore, much of the unemployment is among new workers entering the employment market for the first time. It is now running at about 400,000, down from 600,000 people. There are more people currently being employed--some 400,000. The forecast is that by the end of 1975 unemployment will be down to 8 percent and by mid-1976 it will be somewhere between 7 and 7 1/2 percent. This is still too high, but the direction is good.

In terms of our growth, it is now something like 3 1/4 percent; it soon will be up between 4 and 5 percent. Next year we hope GNP will grow by 7 percent, and it could get as high as 9 percent.

We do have a tremendous fiscal problem. We are now running a deficit of close to $60 billion. That is roughly 2 percent of GNP, but there is pressure by the Congress and some economists to force that up to close to $70 billion. We do not want to allow our deficit to get that high. Part of our forecast depends on what Congress does about tax reductions and whether they extend last year's tax reduction. We are estimating next year's deficit at $30 billion and, if the tax reductions are extended, that could add another $12 billion.

On the favorable side, housing starts and home building have gone up. We have now worked off the inventory of houses. New starts will be up by the end of 1975, perhaps
as high as 1.5 million. Before this had gone down to some 700,000. The auto area has been disappointing this year, but for the first time now purchases are moving up. In fact, all manufacturers' employment is higher now. The savings rate is the highest ever, and we hope that, with confidence building up, there will be additional spending. Tax rebates of some $10 billion have mostly been saved; only about $2 billion has been spent. The rest went for reduction of debt or savings. And then, as you can see, our trade figures are much better. Interest rates have shown a downward trend, although the Federal Reserve System has forced them up somewhat. Money supply has risen between 10 and 12 percent. The Fed would like to keep that growth between 5 and 7 percent in order to control inflation. To sum up, we are going to try to hold our inflation between 5 and 6 percent; unemployment, between 7 and 8 percent. And we think there are encouraging signs that we are moving in that direction.

Schmidt: I would like to ask Mr. Friderichs to comment on our situation.

Friderichs: We are looking for a growth in our GNP of 3.5 to 4 percent. Our inflation rate is now down to about 6 percent versus a higher figure in the first six months of the year. Unemployment is at about 4.5 percent. In June, capacity was below 70 percent as far as utilization is concerned, but it was worse in basic industries. Demand seems to be stable, and there is some possibility that it can be expansionary when you take into account our foreign dealings. Federal expenses are up 8 percent. Our income in the federal budget is down 3 percent. Exports are down in real terms—some 16 percent. Imports are down 22 percent. Exports to the United States are very important for us.

We also have problems with our energy policy, and we have been exchanging views on this. We have no problem in voluntarily limiting our consumption; that certainly has been going down. We feel that another price increase on oil will come, and this will be anywhere from a $1 to $1.50. The key here is in Algeria and in Venezuela where they take a very tough position. I plan to go to Iran to
see whether they really mean it when they talk about larger price increases. We are very worried about the winter of 1976-77. If our economy turns up, we will be needing more energy, not less. There is also a raw material price problem throughout the world. We have discussed this in the OECD and in Washington. We do not expect that raw materials producers will help very much. We don’t like the idea of fixing prices. We don’t like the idea of transferring wealth. But we do not exclude certain types of agreements which might help to produce export stabilization. We also like the idea of using IMF gold.

Schmidt: I would now like to ask State Secretary Poehl to comment on the monetary and budget problems.

Poehl: We have been in a deep recession, and we now have our biggest budget deficit of some DM 60 billion. This has been caused mainly by a tax cut and an expansion of expenditures. We have deficit financing by savings and private sector borrowing is down. On the monetary side, we look forward to negotiation in the IMF in August and September. We think that we are close to a compromise and it is possible to reach agreement. The agreement perhaps would not cover all aspects of our relations, but if we could reach agreement on a quota increase in the IMF and some agreement that central banks could exchange gold, that would be a significant step forward. There seem to be some difficulties with Arthur Burns on this, but we are reaching a common European position that we think should be accepted by the United States. The third area is on IMF gold. They have about $6.5 billion worth of gold which, at today’s values, would be almost $25 billion. We have already reached some agreement in Paris on the use of this gold, and we think it would be important for the IMF to finance some of the LDC needs with revalued gold stocks. This would then help the most seriously affected (MSA) countries. They need about $30 billion to help them.

On the exchange rate system, however, I don’t think we can reach agreement. There is too much of a difference between France and the United States. This is not
bridgeable at this time and, therefore, I would exclude that as one of the areas on which we could reach agree-
ment in the fall. But we do need closer cooperation.
We have been quite satisfied that the dollar has moved
up but we are not sure that this can last. The trade
balance is improving; your interest rates are up above
our own FRG rates. This may be good in terms of foreign
effect, but it is hard on our domestic policy. There
are limits as far as stimulation is concerned.

Schmidt: I would like to add a point. Earlier you
mentioned the liaison you have with the Federal Reserve
System. It is in the interest of all of us for you to
use this influence that you have on the Federal Reserve
decisions to make interest rate policy in the United
States more responsive to worldwide interests. We now
have a lot of short-term capital which is going to the
United States /Because of your high interest rates/.
While this is good in terms of strengthening your
exchange rate, it hurts our markets. We need to harmonize
these policies. I have had a confidential talk with
President Giscard and he believes that we need to have
some system for harmonizing our policies. If we can
find this method, he certainly will not block results.
It seems to me that we cannot now reach agreement on a
future exchange rate regime. After Bretton Woods we have
not agreed on what the future system should be, and per-
haps that is not soluble at this time. But I ask you to
understand that there is great anxiety in Europe over
the US financing which has led to a strengthening of
your interest rates. Europe fears that American authori-
ties will be too domestically oriented in making their
policies. If we can succeed in arriving at a system of
fixed but adjustable exchange rates, then perhaps we can
agree that that is the ultimate goal and in the meantime
agree on some form of common management for our present
floating-rate system which would prevent devastating move-
ments in the rate. Otherwise, we risk to deal in dollars,
and those dollars can change value very quickly and affect
world business confidence. It is necessary for the United
States to play a more active role. For 25 years you have
not intervened to support the rate of your currency. The
US must be much more active. We are not asking that you
support a fixed rate but that you help to manage the rates in order to keep them stable. That is why we would like to have adjustments and not just fixed rates. But we urge you in the future to participate more in float management so that it can be more a source of stability. We are not asking that you intervene in gold but that the intervention take place in foreign currencies. The Fed must buy and sell dollars.

Giscard is right about the bad effects of uncertainty, particularly for smaller countries. This plus inflation and the oil and commodity price problem has led to serious political effects, and we face even great political instability. Look at Italy where the Christian Democrats are being weakened in favor of the Communists. In France, too, there is the potential for domestic upheaval. In Britain, you have strikes and political problems. Even in Germany there is a potential danger. Not so much of social unrest but it certainly could be bad for the SPD and, as you know, we have elections in October of 1976. On Japan, you probably know more about them than I do but I'm sure the situation is equally serious there. I think we should pay great heed to the words of Giscard when he says that the economic situation is a greater danger to Western cohesion than the Soviets are today or even the Middle East or Portugal. I have spoken to Giscard, and I stress that what I am saying today is spoken on his behalf as well. The US is the strongest country in the world and, therefore, it must act and not appear to be or in actuality be unconcerned. It is necessary to have a common effort.

President: I wholly concur with everything you have said. I believe strongly that there should be integrated economic thinking and actions. It is impossible for us to ignore the domestic political situation in Western Europe and also in the United States. It would be traumatic if we are not able to deal with our economic problems. Despite inflation and unemployment, we must have stable political policies. The United States is reasonably stable and therefore we can be helpful. Our situation
now is better than the 1930's and this ought to help us resolve the problem. There is a narrow line, however, between encouraging inflation and mitigating recession and unemployment, but I can assure you that we want to see our economy improve. After all, we have elections too in 1976, and we know that in election times people like to run on peace and prosperity. We will do all that we can to enhance improvement, and we will be glad to work with you. We think we can come forward with integrated economic policies, and these will be beneficial in avoiding political problems. We are particularly anxious to work with you on energy policies.

Schmidt: We are relieved to hear your statement on cooperation. We are at your disposal. Our experts can fly to Washington or you can send experts here. We do look forward to the discussions in Helsinki with Giscard on how to bring about economic cooperation. You are getting out of the recession. The private sector needs confidence, and we can get it by showing our cooperative spirit.

President: Good. The US is willing to have discussions at any level, and we are certainly well aware of the confidence factor.

On the lawn, the President and the Chancellor made statements supporting cooperation in managing domestic economic policies.

Schmidt's Toast (following lunch):

Schmidt: Mr. President, we welcome the close bonds between the Federal Republic and the United States and between Europe and the United States. These are of the greatest importance for us and Europe as a whole. In our one-day talks here, we can only pick a few subjects and we have talked about the economy. We will talk about it again in our Four Power meeting in Helsinki. We are satisfied with the closer ties with France. It is a nightmare for any German Government to be aware of the
necessity to have solid ties and cooperation with the United States and, on the other hand, the necessity of having close relations with France. We do not want to choose between the two demands. There have been rather curious difficulties with France in the past but this now seems to be part of history. From a European point of view we are thankful that these arguments are not with us today. We think that a Four Power meeting is good. It cannot solve all the problems, but it is a psychological necessity. It can lead naturally to greater and closer cooperation. This we can try to make stronger. I think that the new weight and force of Giscard should help us in the joint economic management of our economies. We were reluctant at first but we think that this can serve two purposes: first, it can build confidence in our business if they can see us cooperating; second, closer contact can achieve greater and more positive results in our economy. We also need a bigger group where Japan can participate and we are willing to be included and to be helpful. Secretary Kissinger has been quoted as saying that things are getting more unmanageable. He should not say this publicly, but he is right. It is high time to preserve our society and our political stability in Italy as well as elsewhere, and the only way to do this is to work together. I would like to raise my glass to you, Mr. President, and to our cooperation.

President: I want to reiterate how grateful I am for the reception that you have accorded Mrs. Ford and myself. It illustrates the deep friendship which we appreciate very much. The most outstanding part of our discussions has been in the economic area both here and in Brussels and earlier in Washington. I recall vividly our meetings and our discussions of the economic issues. Your visit to Washington occurred at an opportune time when we were going through a transition in our thinking from a concentration on inflation to one of recession and unemployment. And I think that the suggestions that you made—many of them—were incorporated into our plans that we submitted to the Congress in January. In implementing these plans, it has been helpful to have consultations with you.
We are now recovering from our recession and moving toward stronger economic activity. We thank you very much for your advice.

You are right in saying that US-French relations are better. We recall our discussions on how we might improve those relations. Then, in Martinique, we laid a foundation for better relations with France. We see no reason why a continuation of this trend is not possible. Again, I thank you for your suggestions and help.

These discussions are necessary for the future. I pledge to you that we will exchange information and that we will work with others together in this effort. We should work together in the energy field, in the finance field and in the defense field. As far as our energy program is concerned, we cannot proceed only for ourselves. Our future is tied with yours and we look to our cooperative efforts in the International Energy Agency and elsewhere to work with you.

In the national security area, we believe that NATO should be strengthened, and we will work to that end in Brussels. It is natural for Europe, the United States and Canada to coordinate their efforts and work closely to that effect. I come here as I first indicated with a close identity of purpose, and I think our discussions have gotten off on the right foot.

I therefore would like to propose a toast to the Chancellor and German-American friendship.

Later in Helsinki, Chancellor Schmidt gave us a memorandum which is attached on "International Concertation of Economic Action."
After the high-level talks on the world economic situation, which has led to a tangible improvement in the climate, what is important for us now is to agree on concrete steps to stabilize the world economic situation. Otherwise I believe there is a danger of a set-back in international public opinion.

1. Our most pressing task is to reactivate private investment and to get back to a satisfactory rate of growth.

The Federal Republic of Germany and France have therefore agreed at the end of August to put into effect new conjunctural programs, based chiefly on public investments, to stimulate domestic demand. Denmark will follow suit. It can be assumed that this course will also be adopted by the Benelux countries. The British program steers in the same direction: Its primary aim is to curb wage costs and inflation-rates, since economic growth in Great Britain has suffered primarily from wage cost inflation. The US Government should examine whether the upswing in the USA is already so secure that no further fiscal measures are necessary.
2. In order to encourage firms to invest, I feel it is necessary to continue the cheaper money policy.

However, the German Federal Bank is increasingly coming up against limits set by the monetary policy of the Federal Reserve Board. The Federal Reserve Board has in recent weeks returned to a tighter money policy which in the United States has already led to a rise in interest-rates. This means for the German Federal Bank that it is not only psychologically but in particular also in practice very difficult to stick to its low interest-rate policy, which is essential to reactivate our economy, because the manifestly higher interest-rates in the United States exercise a pull on our money and bond markets. Other European countries, too, feel unable to make money still cheaper.

The Federal Reserve Board should not gear its money supply and interest-rate policies solely to American domestic considerations, but should also take more account of the international repercussions of its policy.

I suggest that the Directors of our central banks should, if possible by the end of August, agree on a co-ordinated policy to lower interest-rates. Concerted action in the field of interest-rate policy would not prejudice the strengthening of the dollar rate, which we welcome.
In the present situation it is psychologically important, if the economic situation is to improve, for the Annual Assembly of the IMF to produce concrete results in a range of monetary policy questions. Only in this way can it be demonstrated that the present world monetary system is also viable in times of economic crisis.

I do not, however, believe that the United States and France will reach agreement quickly on a future exchange-rate system. We should therefore not attempt to find a solution to this problem at the IMF Annual Assembly. Nevertheless, the settlement of this question is of vital importance for the world economy and for world affairs in general, so that we should put this down as an item for discussion at the planned economic summit conference.

It should not be difficult, on the other hand, to reach agreement on the increase in IMF quotas and also, in this connection, on the fixing of new quotas. The United States could agree without risk to reducing its quota to under 20 %, as its blocking minority is not to be affected.

As far as the question of gold transactions among the central banks is concerned, I see only minor differences of opinion. In Europe no one is thinking of a return to the gold standard or of the re-introduction of an official gold price. The United States could therefore be satisfied with a global limit on gold transactions.
As regards the utilization of IMF gold there are no longer any fundamental divergences of view. The Federal Republic believes in principle that the utilization of the IMF gold on the basis of a division into three equal parts would be the right course, but it would also agree to a different basis for allocating it.

4. Before the end of this year a summit conference should be convened to discuss questions of the world economy and the world monetary system. As I see it, the participants would be the United States, Great Britain, France, Japan, the Federal Republic, and possibly also Italy.

The Conference should be prepared by the personal representatives of the heads of State and Government.

I suggest that at the luncheon of the Four in Helsinki the proposal of Giscard d’Estaing to convene a summit conference be adopted.

5. The Paris meeting to prepare the conference on oil and raw materials questions should be resumed at the beginning of October. The invitations to this meeting should be sent out by the end of August, that is, before the OPEC meeting.
The Federal Republic supports the proposal to set up, in addition to the three commissions suggested by Secretary of State Kissinger on energy, raw materials and development questions, a fourth commission to deal with financial questions related to the subjects discussed in the other three commissions. I consider that this fourth commission could deal, for example, with the repercussions of the OPEC price policy on the monetary system, the money and capital markets and the balance-of-payments situation of the industrialized and developing countries. In recent months these problems have receded into the background as a result of the recession. When the world economy picks up, they will again become more acute.

The inclusion of these topics in the dialogue seems to me the right way to ensure that the OPEC countries assume a greater share of the responsibility for the stabilization of world economic relations.

6. In general we attach great importance to a co-operative approach to the oil-producing and the developing countries. Any aggravation of the conflict leads in the industrialized countries dependent on the world market to deepening pessimism and recession. At the end of August my Government will transmit to you a general concept based on both careful analysis and on systematic discussions with the most important oil-producing and developing countries.
Mr. Chancellor, ladies and gentlemen:

Let me express on behalf of Mrs. Ford and myself our great gratitude for the warm reception that we have received from you and Mrs. Schmidt and from the German people.

It is a great privilege and pleasure for Mrs. Ford and myself, as well as my colleagues, to be in Germany, and I have appreciated very greatly the opportunity to meet with you this morning and to discuss with you and your associates the problems that you mentioned: the general political situation and the economic circumstances, both in Europe as well as in the United States.

Let me say with great emphasis that all of us in the United States are deeply grateful for the wonderful contribution that people from your country have made in the history books of my country, and I should say that all of us, as we approach our Bicentennial in the United States, are most appreciative of the very generous gift given to the United States when President Scheel was in my country a few weeks ago.

The importance of discussions on the economic field, of course, are very, very vital. We in the United States are making a turn toward a healthier economy. We have bottomed out, as they say in the United States, and are slowly beginning an upturn in our economy.

We fully recognize that the economy of the United States is an integral part of the economy throughout the world, and particularly that of Western Europe. It is my intention, on behalf of the United States, to work very, very closely with you in Germany and the other European countries to make sure that the progress we are making is also progress that can come in Europe, as well as the rest of the world.
We, of course, are on our way to the meeting in Helsinki, where 35 nations will get together on the CSCE arrangements or agreements.

I believe that the Helsinki meeting can and will be a further step in achieving what we all want—the betterment of relations between East and West.

I am optimistic that the results achieved in Helsinki will be for the better. I look forward to my participation as a result of the long negotiations that have taken place.

Let me conclude my observations by saying that in the field of energy, in the economic field, in the political field, in the defense field, the policies of the United States will be closely aligned with those of your Government, Mr. Chancellor, and I look forward to the further discussions that I will have with you here, as well as in Helsinki, so that your country and mine and the rest of the world will be the beneficiaries.

Thank you very, very much.

-END (AT 12:15 P.M. BONN TIME)
JULY 27, 1975
Office of the White House Press Secretary
(Bonn, Germany)

NOTICE TO THE PRESS

The following is a statement by the Federal Chancellor Helmut Schmidt on Sunday, July 27, 1975, following his talk with the President of the United States. (Transcribed and translated by the U.S.S.)

Ladies and Gentlemen, I would like to repeat here how extremely thankful the German Federal Government is—and I believe that one can say the same for all our citizens—that the American President and the American Secretary of State are visiting us here on their way to Helsinki and to other European capitals. The visit is not yet over, and for that reason I can only report at the moment on our talks up to this point.

The two Chiefs of Government and the two Foreign Ministers spoke this morning about political problems of a general nature, which will also be discussed in Helsinki. Then in a somewhat larger group, in which, on the German side, the Federal Minister for Economics took part, we turned to problems of the world economy. We are convinced of the necessity of cooperation in the areas of economic policy, credit policy, and currency policy, since we are aware that the entire western world's economy has come into severe difficulties as a result of the current recession.

The American President is somewhat more optimistic regarding the development of the American political economy than he was when we last had the opportunity to speak with each other. But I assume that he will tell you that himself.

###
MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PARTICIPANTS: Helmut Schmidt, Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany
Hans-Dietrich Genscher, Deputy Chancellor and Minister of Foreign Affairs
President Gerald R. Ford
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State and Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs
Lt. General Brent Scowcroft, Deputy Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs

DATE AND TIME: Monday, July 28, 1975
8:35 - 9:05 a.m. [Breakfast]

PLACE: Schloss Gymnich
Bonn, Germany

SUBJECTS: Portugal; Energy; MBFR

The President: Are there any new reports on Portugal?

Secretary Kissinger: No. Except for a clash between the Communists and Socialists.

Chancellor Schmidt: It's good they clashed in the open so that they [the Socialists] can't be pushed aside. Soares is a courageous man. If only he were as wise as he is courageous. His party has enormous good will and lack of organization.

The President: How can we be helpful? We think it is very serious.

Chancellor Schmidt: You could prevent open Soviet interferences. Thus far they seem to be avoiding that. The various Communist parties are working for their own versions of the Portuguese Communists.
The President: How do you analyze the Azores?

Chancellor Schmidt: We hope to hear from you on that -- your intelligence is better.

The President: There's a group seeking separation of the Azores from Portugal.

Chancellor Schmidt: I hear they are being organized by the CIA. [Laughter]

Secretary Kissinger: Not yet.

The President: What would the European reaction be to Azorean independence?

Chancellor Schmidt: In the East they would say it is due to Soviet interference. The West would not accept it but would say that things have to get worse first.

Here is my note on my conversation with Giscard. Giscard and I wanted to propose to you that we make it understood the OPEC discussion be kept in the Foreign Ministries and not be scattered among the different ministries. After this, Giscard has a point in proposing a fourth commission, because whether it is oil and investment stemming from that or commodities and stabilization funds, economic aid, it all comes down to financial questions. It is better to deal with them in one committee rather than scattering them among the other three committees.

Secretary Kissinger: There are two problems. Simon won't like it. The other is that France continues maneuvering. We worked out a position earlier and they gave half of it up as soon as they met with the Saudis.

Chancellor Schmidt: When did this happen? He didn't mention it.

Secretary Kissinger: Two weeks ago.

Chancellor Schmidt: The other point is that the invitations for the dialogue should go out before the OPEC meeting -- the middle or the end of August, for a date -- Henry says about the 6th of October. This would show that something was being done and give the Saudis an argument for trying to postpone a price rise, at least until the year end.
The President: That would be helpful to our economic recovery. We have some important provisions now before the Congress -- to decontrol old oil. I would like to decontrol it together. It is now $5.25. New oil is $13.50; imported oil is $11.50. I now have a phased program before the Congress.

Chancellor Schmidt: The international implication is that the sooner the price goes up, the less international oil the U.S. will buy.

The President: The higher price should stimulate domestic production.

With Helsinki off the agenda, can we make progress on MBFR?

Chancellor Schmidt: The dust must settle first, but it will eventually become the next item on the agenda.

Secretary Kissinger: We are now discussing Option III, without a complete agreement.

The President: What are the problems?

Secretary Kissinger: There are some who object to discussion of nuclear matters. Then there is also implicitly a ceiling when forces are withdrawn.

Chancellor Schmidt: I think I was one of the inventors of MBFR -- in the latter part of the '50s. Once one starts to discuss reductions mutually, it is easier to tell the Congress that you can't reduce unilaterally. This is what led the U.S. to agree to try MBFR. Things have not gone too energetically, and I am content to have it that way. As long as we can hold the Congress off, what is the hurry?

Secretary Kissinger: But the Congress one day will say that since they can't be negotiated, they must be done unilaterally.

The President: I think it will come sooner than later. Vietnam held it off, but I think it will not last long.

Chancellor Schmidt: Could we tailor progress to your domestic necessities?

The President: That would be helpful.
Chancellor Schmidt: On the substance, I can't say anything.

Secretary Kissinger: On the substance, we need a serious review. It is a ridiculous position. We have put forth Option III. Perhaps some serious people should get together to decide what a serious proposal might be.

Chancellor Schmidt: Then we will do it to suit your pace. We are under no pressure.

The President: I think now that CSCE is out of the way, the Congress may push again. The Congress can be most difficult. Vietnam kept it out of the debate last year, but we could have a bad year if it looks like stalling.

Chancellor Schmidt: We don't want to stall, but we have no reason to push. There are some pushing in my party but that I can handle.
K. (Staff about Admiss)
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S. General didn't understand this.

D. can't find the place that it could be worthwhile at this location. But G-Anna was very effective in this area these. I'd say they were entirely well-engaged, emotionally.

K. And then was saying anything on which to report.

S. The facts are the Turks are being brutally and their town is the dangerous backwash. There is spread of bacteria.

I. The G-Anna county expect urging T-hand & note.
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S. Samuel is a very mean you shall show
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I guess.

K was explaining getting (de) Martini Skirted
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S while we were not in Italy, despite appearances
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If we went for journal writing up a
sense in Italy would be dealing of
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S. Ground said what I am saying since, anyway, I have to get it clear. Because I don't want the people to have a general thought that we are not limits somewhere. Limits of what? Not clear-think of what. If it's some sort of mind coming, a badly written situation. Since it is even not clear to some former voters. You think it's age, there will be a political discussion. He thinks Western does not get together to make a best attempt. He thinks it a chance to get.
When some are actually move to first existing situation.
P. No, it is okay.
K. He exactly in it ground until now.
S. No suggestion with this.手术 can change them many. So to more situation. How long will they continue that? Be sure more will. God's arms to more official form.
P. Wilson may be employed a many to give. Would think. It is a nice situation.
S. Wilson would come, but to not continue. This is one topic for God's, lots of future. But now need a few things results. This leadership type should be by all forces. Leadership should be needed in a company to its.
P: That's right. What would you remind.
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P: Remind me of how much we're around.

S: In all of Europe, a world of big nations. Congress and so a regional that at cost.
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I
The collapse of industrialized economies had a profound effect on foreign trade, particularly in Asia. In recent years, the rapid growth in China has led to changes in its trade relations with the West.

In recent years, China has become a major player in international trade. The country's rapid economic growth has led to a surge in exports, particularly in manufactured goods. This has put pressure on other countries, particularly in the West, to adjust their trade policies.

For the West, this has meant a shift away from traditional manufacturing industries towards more service-oriented economies. The shift towards services has been driven by the need to adapt to the changing global economy.

For China, the shift has meant a move away from traditional heavy industries towards more modern, high-tech industries. This has been driven by the need to diversify its economy and reduce its dependence on exports.

The shift has been complex and has involved a range of economic, social, and political changes. The West has been particularly concerned about the impact of China's economic growth on its own manufacturing sector. The West has also been worried about the impact of China's economic growth on global trade patterns.

The shift has been met with mixed reactions. Some countries have welcomed it as a sign of progress, while others have expressed concerns about the impact on their own economies. The shift has also been met with political complications, particularly in the West, where it has been seen as a threat to traditional ways of life.

Despite these challenges, the shift has been a significant change in the global economy. It is likely to continue in the years to come, as China and other emerging economies continue to grow and diversify their economies.
7½-1%. GNP was bad 1st qtr somewhat better 2nd qtr, +4-5%. 3rd qtr +7½ in 4th qtr. Some econ think it will go to 8½. We have more fiscal space. Our deficit is now about 6½%. Long-term is around 70-75%. What you want depends partly on whether tax reduction. If so, it would be 35-40%. If continuation of TARP 38%, it would add 15-20%.

We encouraged by figures in home building. By year end rate should be 1½-2½% per year. Volumes, sales have been bad. Savers cut back. Households have been in recession. Consumer confidence has been improved as well. All sales, only 2½% or 2 of 10 but has not been spent, so that is potential spending. Some concern of that so encouraging, the that doesn't help in world economy.

S. That doesn't worry me.

P. Contract rates are declining, supply of money is below FED aims projected 11-12%. So compared 2% - 3½%. We think growth will be around 5-6%, unemployment 7-8%. That may sound good, apparent.

S. I understand you would like to do more growth give us a brief summary.

F. Our current GDP 1st qtr +4%. 2¼ - 4%. France minus about 3½% over a year ago. Germany about 4½%, however, down 5½% seasonally.
While they are paired in a longer form.

This, as I estimate, is not entirely accurate.
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Therefore,

S. We can continue at least. We should

at some statement regarding very certain six
cannot open anything any day a mystery
I live on a hill in Athens, who are men drawn back to judge about the
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P: Any new report on that.
K: Yes, Equestrian Center - See Clark.
S: I spread the word in your absence. I thought it might be prudent to keep some in the loop.
K: Everyone is only as wise as everyone else. The party has always proceeded to that degree.
S: How can I be helpful, sir, in any way.
K: You should permit your sons to investigate. They are the key to understanding what is going on behind the scenes. Are you the one that has been gathering information.
P: How do you analyze that data?
S: We begin from the fact that you exist in isolation.
K: There is a great deal of information.
S: A hundred people look at it, how do they interpret it.
P: It seems to me that it is obvious.
S: No, it is not yet.
K: What would it mean to be obvious?
S: It is hard to say.
K: It would require a great deal of information. What would you expect it to be?
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

S I think 2 can make renunciation of MB 1 2 in the middle 50’s.

P That would be helpful to me anyway.

S I have some important prime time, now before I leave to deal with.

P I understand, let’s do it on Friday.

S Good, 1 3 4 5 6 7.

P About 9:30, right.

S About a peck or two.

P That is fine. I should submit it by 6.

S With this list of agenda, can we make it by MB 1 2?

P It won’t be till 1 2 but it will

S It won’t be till 1 2 but it will

P It won’t be till 1 2 but it will

K We’ll work from 1 3 4 5 6 7, and

P We’ll work from 1 3 4 5 6 7,

K That won’t be so bad. I am

P That won’t be so bad.

K That won’t be so bad.

P Our substitute, I can’t say anything.

K Our substitute, we must a substitute.

P Our substitute, we must a substitute.

K I am substitute, we must a substitute.

P I am substitute, we must a substitute.
The White House
Washington

to decide what a thing proposed should be.

It seems we could do it to suit your
pace. We can make it business
of it and work that is not anything
very much push again. They can be
permanent. UK right it out of debate
best you can and have longer
of it. White House thinking.

If the draft cannot stand, but time we
wished to push. There some probity
in my party that then could.